What’s New in ILRR v8.0

This new release of the Integrated Land and Resource Registry is to accommodate a backend technology change from ESRI SDE to Oracle SDO. It should be a seamless change for end Users and *ILRR functionality remains the same.*

We were able to include one minor enhancement as outlined below:

- **Map Viewer Improvement**
  - In the right side pane of the ILRR Map Viewer, in the Find dropdowns, users can now search for Survey Parcels by either PIN or PID.
  - Select ‘Survey Parcel ID’ from the Search Type drop down.
❖ Then select either ‘PIN’ or ‘PID’ from the Survey Parcel Type drop down depending on the Identifier you have and what type of survey parcel you are searching for.

❖ Enter your PIN or PID and then click ‘Find’.

❖ Search result(s) with a Legal Description (searching by PIN) or Ownership Class (searching by PID) will then populate below that with hyperlinks to zoom to the parcel(s).

Further information is available on the ILRR Website at www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/geographic-data-services/land-use/integrated-land-resource-registry or use the keyword search “ILRR” at the BC Government Website www2.gov.bc.ca/.